
PREFACE 

 

“Generations of Heart” for choir and wind ensemble was written as a commissioned work for the 125th anniversary 

of Hendersonville State University in Arkadelphia, Arkansas.  The history of the struggles and successes of this 

school reflect the struggles and successes of many American colleges and universities.  The history of academia in 

our country, at heart, has its roots in the enthusiasm and ongoing spirit of curiosity, exploration, discovery, love of 

learning, fellowship, and in the basic appreciation of life.  The music of the piece is an auditory kaleidoscope of this 

history by which “the school with the heart in it” is celebrated.   

 

INSTRUMENTATION 

 

SATB Choir 

1 piccolo part (1 player) 

3 flute parts (3 players) 

1 oboe part (1 player) 

3 Bb clarinet parts (2 players on a part) 

1 bass clarinet part (1 player) 

1 alto saxophone parts (1 or 2 players) 

1 tenor sax (1 player) 

1 baritone sax (1 player) 

2 bassoon parts (1 player on each part) 

 

 

3 trumpet parts (2 players on a part) 

4 horn parts (1 player on each part) 

3 trombone parts (1 player on each part) 

1 euphonium part (1 or 2 players) 

1 tuba part (1 or 2 players) 

percussion (minimum 5 players) 

 marimba (4 octave) 

 timbrel (tambourine), chimes, cymbals, 

 woodblocks, spoons or washboard 

 3 bongos 

 field drum (tom), snare drum 

 timpani 

NOTES on Scoring 

 

Small commas depict phrases, not necessarily breath marks or pauses.  “Legato” implies soft tonguing. General 

mood of each section is given in all parts, but for the most part, there are not many style markings. Notes in 

parentheses can be used as substitutions to notes that might be inaccessible to the player.   

Syncopations have not been written out to include slurs through eighth notes.  A frequent motivic syncopation is 

dotted quarter, dotted quarter, quarter in 4/4. 

The general dynamics are written with the instruments being one dynamic less than voices.  This is to emphasize the 

importance of text and to guard against the tendency for instruments to overshadow the choral sound.  Adjust tempo 

markings during rehearsals as desired.  Maintain energetic level in instruments when the quieter dynamic is needed.  

Small ensemble-like textures occur, particularly in the beginning sections of the piece and frequently when the choir 

is singing so as to insure clarity of text.  Fullness of the entire ensemble occurs when the text has been repeated and 

at certain feisty cadences.  Judicious doubling can be applied.  

While the parts are not difficult, the true challenge of the piece is one of cohesion and clarity.  There are plenty of 

linear passages with much echoing of phrases or motivic repetition in a variety of instruments, particularly at 

transition points where there are key changes and meter changes. The general onward flow of the piece is that the 

choir expounds and the instruments elaborate.   

There are several literal depictions: weather, school bell, clock, taps, and references to several pieces of folk or 

popular music.  Have fun! 

Percussion notes - medium mallet for marimba.  Soft mallet for field drum.  Drumsticks for snare drum with a 

section using brushes in  “popular” style.  Crash cymbals are preferred, but suspended cymbal is fine.  “Hand to 

chest” refers to gentle slapping of right hand to upper right chest to create a thumping “heartbeat” sound.  This is 

scored for choir, but optional involvement of percussion, instrumentalists, and even audience are possibilities.  

Percussive spoons attached at the handle or spoons from the kitchen work fine, but are more difficult to play. 

 

NOTES on Structure 

 

Part I 

Light rhythmic textures characterize the first section, “Origin,” which includes an homage to our native elders who 

so ably connected to the source and forces of life.  The marimba makes its first statement and can be thought of 

symbolically and musically as the “heart” of the piece – and it comes and goes throughout.  The major theme, 

though, is the three note mi-so-do. At E, F (“The tribes disperse…), and G, there is a suggestion of a small 

Renaissance brass band with a soft, mellow, somewhat funereal sound of a field/tenor drum with timbrel/tambourine 

and sax solos somewhat suggestive of crumhorns.  This builds to a climax at “brutal and brave”.  A suggestion of the 

Arkansas Traveler tune leads into the “Gumption” section at H to reflect briefly upon the early pioneers.  This light 

section is slightly suggestive of a hoe-down with little banjo-like figures played by clarinet and sax.  At the section 

beginning at letter I, the music is basically a quodlibet once the choir enters.  The tuba is active and the trumpet 

plays phrases of  a northern Civil War song (in minor) and the trombone plays phrases of a southern Civil War song 

(also in minor).  At J and K, two phrases from a familiar Methodist hymn are combined and then followed by a 

stately processional in chorus and timpani while solo instruments gently intersperse with Heart and hymn motives.  

This is to state the contribution of the religious community that encouraged education and advancement. 



Part II 

Part II begins with the ringing of the school bell and basic call to class!  The rest of the section is opportunity for the 

choir to expand upon a hymn motive by which the text of “Purpose” is expressed.  Light wind instrumentation 

frames this acapella section.  At R, the “tick-tock” implies time passing, and the tri-tone motive prevalent in earlier 

sections of tension returns at S (“Courage and Connection”), evolving into an animated depiction of difficulties that 

is quite literal!  Beginning at V, the text refers to our continuing journey in the area of civil rights and equality.  

Though the section is neither jazzy nor in gospel style, there is suggestion of such with certain flatted notes, the use 

of brushes and stirs on the drum and the slow pulse underlying the 12/8 tempo.   Certain phrases are transformed 

melody from H of Part I.  

Starting at X, the music honors the young students and professors who served and died in our nation’s wars.  The 

taps, small phrases of military songs, and return of the tri-tone motive offers solemn respect rather than a typical 

patriotic salute.  As in the other war-time references, the brass is highlighted.  The choir enters at Z with the hymn 

motive recast in minor followed at AA by a good-natured “drinking song” of solidarity with an altered (more 

languid) reiteration of the phrases at H in Part I.  That counter melody (sung by the women) is an homage to love, a 

kind of valentine.   From BB up to FF, transformed motives appear according to what the text depicts in both a 

musical and historical flash-back.  FF (“Readiness”) asserts the “Reddie” heartfelt spirit followed by a condensed, 

altered return to the piece’s beginning rhythms and phrases - a musical validation and acknowledgement of the 

school’s origins, endurance, and continually evolving history.  This culminates in a joyful affirmation. 

TEXT 

GENERATIONS OF HEART 

 

Part I.   
 

Origin 
 

What is Heart? 

We are Heart. 
 

The Heart source is 

everywhere. 

It wells beneath the soil, 

percolates into the air 

and pervades us all. 
 

The Caddo kneel down, 

press their palms against the 

ground, 

receive the rhythm through 

the crust, 

through the rock, through the 

dust. 

The Heartbeat of the mother  

is bequeathed to them. 
 

The tribes disperse, they are 

forced away 

by the onslaught of the brutal 

and the brave. 
 

Gumption 
 

With their sweat and their 

struggles, 

supplanters, settlers come. 

They birth “an ark of 

brotherhood,” 

the groundwork is done. 
 

Then the fraternal fight 

erupts, 

unruly reform also disrupts. 
 

At last, a Heartfelt hymn 

takes wing - 

“Rejoice, give thanks and 

sing!” 

The Methodists persist in 

vision 

of scholarly disposition - 

brick, mortar, and professor: 

a trinity of distinction. 
 

Part II. 
 

Purpose    
 

School starts.   
 

We learn a skill, become 

well-versed.  

We learn to teach, to sing, to 

nurse.                              

We seek the how, the where, 

the why. 

We learn to serve, we learn to 

fly. 
 

We learn to 
 

empathize, critique, surmise, 

meet the mentor, seek the 

wise, 

appreciate how little we 

know,  

determine where we want to 

go. 
 

We learn to lead, we learn to 

listen, 

learn to make the good 

decision, 

enkindle curiosity, 

sense history and mystery. 
 

To see, to grow, to serve, to 

be…                                                           

Our Heart soars, we learn to 

fly.                                                    

 

Courage and Connection               

 

As time goes by we are 

tested.                                                       

Drought, tornado, and fire 

present 

nature’s caprice and her 

violent bent. 

Again tested. 

We’re demanded to widen 

our societal scope 

of fairness, of justice, of 

freedom, and hope. 
 

Tested. 

We suffer the sore 

Arrhythmia of war 

and are called to honor our 

own fallen corps. 

 

So we rebuild, recast, redo, 

again and again, begin anew 

and all the while our Heart 

depends                                        

on the living elixir of lovers 

and friends,                                                    

                                         

in the knowledge of the 

beginning, 

in the recollection of triumph 

and loss, 

in the yearning for learning 

and mastery 

in fondness and passion and 

camaraderie, 

 

Readiness 
 

we stand ready (Reddie) to 

live as Heart, 

the abundance and fullness of 

Heart. 

   

What is Heart? 

We are Heart. 

 

The Heart source is 

everywhere. 

It wells beneath the soil,  

percolates into the air 

and pervades us all.                                                              

      

BCK


